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4. **Rajaprakash P.** and Dr. **Abdul Razak Mohamed**, Article titled “Glimpses, Gazes and Glances” accepted for publications by June or July in Building Construction Magazine, Chennai, and Tamil Nadu India, to be published June or July, 2012. (Accepted for publication).

5. **Rajaprakash P.** and Dr. Abdul Razak Mohamed, paper titled “Relevance of Traversed landscapes: a Theoretical Discourse” manuscript sent for approval/publications by September/October issue in SPACE the spa Journal of planning and architecture, (ISSN 0970-0706), New Delhi, (under process to be published)


9. Paper Titled “The Traversed Landscapes’ an international journal – SPANDREL” New Dimensions in Research of Environments for Living” Journal of SPA: (ISSN 2231-4601). The journal is a bi-annual publication with spring and Monsoon issues.(response awaited)